
System Design

An Engineering Approach to Computer NetworkingAn Engineering Approach to Computer Networking



What is system design?

 A computer network provides computation, storage and transmissionA computer network provides computation, storage and transmission
resourcesresources

 System design is the art and science of putting together theseSystem design is the art and science of putting together these
resources into a harmonious wholeresources into a harmonious whole

 Extract the most from what you haveExtract the most from what you have



Goal

 In any system, some resources are more freely available than othersIn any system, some resources are more freely available than others
 high-end PC connected to Internet by a 28.8 modemhigh-end PC connected to Internet by a 28.8 modem
 constrainedconstrained resource is link bandwidth resource is link bandwidth
 PC CPU and and memory are PC CPU and and memory are unconstrainedunconstrained

 Maximize a set of performance metrics given a set of resourceMaximize a set of performance metrics given a set of resource
constraintsconstraints

 Explicitly identifying constraints and metrics helps in designingExplicitly identifying constraints and metrics helps in designing
efficient systemsefficient systems

 ExampleExample
 maximize reliability and MPG for a car that costs less than $10,000 tomaximize reliability and MPG for a car that costs less than $10,000 to

manufacturemanufacture



System design in real life

 CanCan ʼ̓t always quantify and control all aspects of a systemt always quantify and control all aspects of a system
 Criteria such as scalability, modularity, extensibility, and elegance areCriteria such as scalability, modularity, extensibility, and elegance are

important, but unquantifiableimportant, but unquantifiable
 Rapid technological change can add or remove resource constraintsRapid technological change can add or remove resource constraints

(example?)(example?)
 an ideal design is an ideal design is ʻ̒future prooffuture proofʼ̓

 Market conditions may dictate changes to design halfway through the processMarket conditions may dictate changes to design halfway through the process
 International standards, which themselves change, also impose constraintsInternational standards, which themselves change, also impose constraints
 Nevertheless, still possible to identify some principlesNevertheless, still possible to identify some principles



Some common resources

 Most resources are a combination ofMost resources are a combination of
 timetime
 spacespace
 computationcomputation
 moneymoney
 laborlabor



Time

 Shows up in many constraintsShows up in many constraints
 deadline for task completiondeadline for task completion
 time to markettime to market
 mean time between failuresmean time between failures

 MetricsMetrics
 response timeresponse time: mean time to complete a task: mean time to complete a task
 throughputthroughput: number of tasks completed per unit time: number of tasks completed per unit time
 degree of parallelism degree of parallelism  = response time * throughput = response time * throughput

 20 tasks complete in 10 seconds, and each task takes 3 seconds20 tasks complete in 10 seconds, and each task takes 3 seconds
 => degree of parallelism = 3 * 20/10 = 6=> degree of parallelism = 3 * 20/10 = 6



Space

 Shows up asShows up as
 limit to available memory (kilobytes)limit to available memory (kilobytes)
 bandwidth (kilobits)bandwidth (kilobits)

 1 kilobit/s = 1000 bits/sec, but 1 kilobyte/s = 1024 bits/sec!1 kilobit/s = 1000 bits/sec, but 1 kilobyte/s = 1024 bits/sec!



Computation

 Amount of processing that can be done in unit timeAmount of processing that can be done in unit time
 Can increase computing power byCan increase computing power by

 using more processorsusing more processors
 waiting for a while!waiting for a while!



Money

 ConstrainsConstrains
 what components can be usedwhat components can be used
 what price users are willing to pay for a servicewhat price users are willing to pay for a service
 the number of engineers available to complete a taskthe number of engineers available to complete a task



Labor

 Human effort required to design and build a systemHuman effort required to design and build a system
 Constrains what can be done, and how fastConstrains what can be done, and how fast



Social constraints

 StandardsStandards
 force design to conform to requirements that may or may not make senseforce design to conform to requirements that may or may not make sense
 underspecified standard can faulty and non-interoperableunderspecified standard can faulty and non-interoperable

implementationsimplementations
 Market requirementsMarket requirements

 products may need to be backwards compatibleproducts may need to be backwards compatible
 may need to use a particular operating systemmay need to use a particular operating system
 exampleexample

 GUI-centric designGUI-centric design



Scaling

 A design constraint, rather than a resource constraintA design constraint, rather than a resource constraint
 Can use any centralized elements in the designCan use any centralized elements in the design

 forces the use of complicated distributed algorithmsforces the use of complicated distributed algorithms
 Hard to measureHard to measure

 but necessary for successbut necessary for success



Common design techniques

 Key concept: Key concept: bottleneckbottleneck
 the most constrained element in a systemthe most constrained element in a system

 System performance improves by removing bottleneckSystem performance improves by removing bottleneck
 but creates new bottlenecksbut creates new bottlenecks

 In a In a balancedbalanced system, all resources are simultaneously bottlenecked system, all resources are simultaneously bottlenecked
 this is optimalthis is optimal
 but nearly impossible to achievebut nearly impossible to achieve
 in practice, bottlenecks move from one part of the system to anotherin practice, bottlenecks move from one part of the system to another
 example: Ford Model Texample: Ford Model T



Top level goal

 Use unconstrained resources to alleviate bottleneckUse unconstrained resources to alleviate bottleneck
 How to do this?How to do this?
 Several standard techniques allow us to trade off one resource forSeveral standard techniques allow us to trade off one resource for

anotheranother



Multiplexing

 Another word for sharingAnother word for sharing
 Trades time and space for moneyTrades time and space for money
 Users see an increased response time, and take up space whenUsers see an increased response time, and take up space when

waiting, but the system costs lesswaiting, but the system costs less
 economies of scaleeconomies of scale



Multiplexing (contd.)

 ExamplesExamples
 multiplexed linksmultiplexed links
 shared memoryshared memory

 Another way to look at a shared resourceAnother way to look at a shared resource
 unshared virtual resourceunshared virtual resource

 Server Server controls access to the shared resourcecontrols access to the shared resource
 uses a uses a scheduleschedule to resolve contention to resolve contention
 choice of scheduling critical in proving quality of service guaranteeschoice of scheduling critical in proving quality of service guarantees



Statistical multiplexing

 Suppose resource has capacity CSuppose resource has capacity C
 Shared by N identical tasksShared by N identical tasks
 Each task requires capacity cEach task requires capacity c
 If Nc <= C, then the resource is underloadedIf Nc <= C, then the resource is underloaded
 If at most 10% of tasks active, then C >= Nc/10 is enoughIf at most 10% of tasks active, then C >= Nc/10 is enough

 we have used statistical knowledge of users to reduce system costwe have used statistical knowledge of users to reduce system cost
 this is this is statistical multiplexing gainstatistical multiplexing gain



Statistical multiplexing (contd.)

 Two types: spatial and temporalTwo types: spatial and temporal
 SpatialSpatial

 we expect only a fraction of tasks to be simultaneously activewe expect only a fraction of tasks to be simultaneously active
 TemporalTemporal

 we expect a task to be active only part of the timewe expect a task to be active only part of the time
 e.g silence periods during a voice calle.g silence periods during a voice call



Example of statistical multiplexing gain

 Consider a 100 room hotelConsider a 100 room hotel
 How many external phone lines does it need?How many external phone lines does it need?

 each line costs money to install and renteach line costs money to install and rent
 tradeofftradeoff

 What if a voice call is active only 40% of the time?What if a voice call is active only 40% of the time?
 can get both spatial and temporal statistical multiplexing gaincan get both spatial and temporal statistical multiplexing gain
 but only in a packet-switched network (why?)but only in a packet-switched network (why?)

 RememberRemember
 to get SMG, we need good statistics!to get SMG, we need good statistics!
 if statistics are incorrect or change over time, weif statistics are incorrect or change over time, we ʼ̓re in troublere in trouble
 example: road systemexample: road system



Pipelining

 Suppose you wanted to complete a task in less timeSuppose you wanted to complete a task in less time
 Could you use more processors to do so?Could you use more processors to do so?
 Yes, if you can break up the task into Yes, if you can break up the task into independent independent subtaskssubtasks

 such as downloading images into a browsersuch as downloading images into a browser
 optimal if all subtasks take the same timeoptimal if all subtasks take the same time

 What if subtasks are dependent?What if subtasks are dependent?
 for instance, a subtask may not begin execution before another endsfor instance, a subtask may not begin execution before another ends
 such as in cookingsuch as in cooking

 Then, having more processors doesnThen, having more processors doesn ʼ̓t always help (example?)t always help (example?)



Pipelining (contd.)

 Special case of Special case of serially dependent serially dependent  subtasks subtasks
 a subtask depends only on previous one in execution chaina subtask depends only on previous one in execution chain

 Can use a Can use a pipelinepipeline
 think of an assembly linethink of an assembly line



Pipelining (contd.)

 What is the best decomposition?What is the best decomposition?
 If sum of times taken by all stages, Response Time = R
 Slowest stage takes time S
 Throughput = 1/S
 Degree of parallelism = R/S
 Maximize parallelism when R/S = N, so that S = R/N => equal stages

 balanced pipelinebalanced pipeline



Batching

 Group tasks together to amortize overheadGroup tasks together to amortize overhead
 Only works when overhead for N tasks < N time overhead for oneOnly works when overhead for N tasks < N time overhead for one

task (i.e. task (i.e. nonlinearnonlinear))
 Also, time taken to accumulate a batch shouldnAlso, time taken to accumulate a batch shouldn ʼ̓t be too longt be too long
 WeWe ʼ̓re trading off reduced overhead for a longer worst case responsere trading off reduced overhead for a longer worst case response

time and increased throughputtime and increased throughput



Exploiting locality

 If the system accessed some data at a given time, it is likely that it willIf the system accessed some data at a given time, it is likely that it will
access the same or access the same or ʻ̒nearbynearby ʼ̓ data  data ʻ̒soonsoon ʼ̓

 Nearby => spatialNearby => spatial
 Soon => temporalSoon => temporal
 Both may coexistBoth may coexist
 Exploit it if you canExploit it if you can

 cachingcaching
 get the speed of RAM and the capacity of diskget the speed of RAM and the capacity of disk



Optimizing the common case

 80/20 rule80/20 rule
 80% of the time is spent in 20% of the code80% of the time is spent in 20% of the code

 Optimize the 20% that countsOptimize the 20% that counts
 need to measure first!need to measure first!
 RISCRISC

 How much does it help?How much does it help?
 AmdahlAmdahl ʼ̓s laws law
 Execution time after improvement = (execution affected by improvement /Execution time after improvement = (execution affected by improvement /

amount of improvement) + execution unaffectedamount of improvement) + execution unaffected
 beyond a point, speeding up the common case doesnbeyond a point, speeding up the common case doesn ʼ̓t helpt help



Hierarchy

 Recursive decomposition of a system into smaller pieces that dependRecursive decomposition of a system into smaller pieces that depend
only on parent for proper executiononly on parent for proper execution

 No single point of controlNo single point of control
 Highly scaleableHighly scaleable
 Leaf-to-leaf communication can be expensiveLeaf-to-leaf communication can be expensive

 shortcuts helpshortcuts help



Binding and indirection

 Abstraction is goodAbstraction is good
 allows generality of descriptionallows generality of description
 e.g. mail aliasese.g. mail aliases

 Binding: translation from an abstraction to an instanceBinding: translation from an abstraction to an instance
 If translation table is stored in a well known place, we can bindIf translation table is stored in a well known place, we can bind

automaticallyautomatically
 indirectionindirection

 ExamplesExamples
 mail alias filemail alias file
 page tablepage table
 telephone numbers in a cellular systemtelephone numbers in a cellular system



Virtualization

 A combination of indirection and multiplexingA combination of indirection and multiplexing
 Refer to a virtual resource that gets matched to an instance at runRefer to a virtual resource that gets matched to an instance at run

timetime
 Build system as if real resource were availableBuild system as if real resource were available

 virtual memoryvirtual memory
 virtual modemvirtual modem
 Santa ClausSanta Claus

 Can cleanly and dynamically reconfigure systemCan cleanly and dynamically reconfigure system



Randomization

 Allows us to break a tie fairlyAllows us to break a tie fairly
 A powerful toolA powerful tool
 ExamplesExamples

 resolving contention in a broadcast mediumresolving contention in a broadcast medium
 choosing multicast timeoutschoosing multicast timeouts



Soft state

 State: memory in the system that influences future behaviorState: memory in the system that influences future behavior
 for instance, VCI translation tablefor instance, VCI translation table

 State is created in many different waysState is created in many different ways
 signalingsignaling
 network managementnetwork management
 routingrouting

 How to delete it?How to delete it?
 Soft state => delete on a timerSoft state => delete on a timer
 If you want to keep it, refreshIf you want to keep it, refresh
 Automatically cleans up after a failureAutomatically cleans up after a failure

 but increases bandwidth requirementbut increases bandwidth requirement



Exchanging state explicitly

 Network elements often need to exchange stateNetwork elements often need to exchange state
 Can do this implicitly or explicitlyCan do this implicitly or explicitly
 Where possible, use explicit state exchangeWhere possible, use explicit state exchange



Hysteresis

 Suppose system changes state depending on whether a variable isSuppose system changes state depending on whether a variable is
above or below a thresholdabove or below a threshold

 Problem if variable fluctuates near thresholdProblem if variable fluctuates near threshold
 rapid fluctuations in system staterapid fluctuations in system state

 Use state-dependent threshold, or Use state-dependent threshold, or hysteresishysteresis



Separating data and control

 Divide actions that happen once per data transfer from actions thatDivide actions that happen once per data transfer from actions that
happen once per packethappen once per packet
 Data path and control pathData path and control path

 Can increase throughput by minimizing actions in data pathCan increase throughput by minimizing actions in data path
 ExampleExample

 connection-oriented networksconnection-oriented networks
 On the other hand, keeping control information in data element has itsOn the other hand, keeping control information in data element has its

advantagesadvantages
 per-packet QoSper-packet QoS



Extensibility

 Always a good idea to leave hooks that allow for future growthAlways a good idea to leave hooks that allow for future growth
 ExamplesExamples

 Version field in headerVersion field in header
 Modem negotiationModem negotiation



Performance analysis and tuning

 Use the techniques discussed to tune existing systemsUse the techniques discussed to tune existing systems
 StepsSteps

 measuremeasure
 characterize workloadcharacterize workload
 build a system modelbuild a system model
 analyzeanalyze
 implementimplement


